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Abstract

We show how we can adapt parsing to low-resource domains by combining treebanks across
languages for a parser model with treebank embeddings. We demonstrate how we can take
advantage of in-domain treebanks from other languages, and show that this is especially useful
when only out-of-domain treebanks are available for the target language. The method is also
extended to low-resource languages by using out-of-domain treebanks from related languages.
Two parameter-free methods for applying treebank embeddings at test time are proposed, which
give competitive results to tuned methods when applied to Twitter data and transcribed speech.
This gives us a method for selecting treebanks and training a parser targeted at any combination
of domain and language.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in dependency parsing have enabled high-quality parsing for a relatively high number of
languages. However, satisfactory results are mainly limited to text types for which there are treebanks for
a specific language. Even for high-resource languages, treebanks are typically only available for a small
number of domains and genres. In this work we show how we can improve parsing for non-canonical text
types by using in-domain annotated data from other languages.

We focus on two low-resource text types that stand out in different respects from canonical written
texts: Twitter data and (transcribed) spoken data, for which annotated treebanks exist for only a small
number of languages. Twitter data often contains non-standard language and specific features such as
hash tags and emoticons. Spoken data tends to be more informal than written texts, and contains features
such as fillers, restarts, and reparandums. While Twitter can be regarded as a genre, and spoken data as a
medium (Lee, 2001), we will follow previous work in NLP and use the term domain to cover both these
types of text.1

The main novelty in this work is that we combine domain adaptation with cross-lingual learning for
dependency parsing. We note that treebanks for a specific domain (IND: in-domain) often exist for
some languages, and we show that we can take advantage of such data for parsing this domain in other
languages. Our main focus is on the case where we want to parse data for a language that has some
resources, but none for the domain in question (OOD: out-of-domain). While there is plenty of work both
on cross-lingual parsing (Ammar et al., 2016a; Ahmad et al., 2019; Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019) and
domain adaptation for parsing (Kim et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2017; Xiuming et al., 2019), there is to the
best of our knowledge no attempts to combine these approaches in a uniform framework for dependency
parsing.

We adapt the parsing framework of Smith et al. (2018a) which incorporates treebank embeddings to
represent treebanks, similarly to how language embeddings has been used to represent the languages
(Ammar et al., 2016b; de Lhoneux et al., 2017a). In this framework each parsing model is trained on a
concatenation of different treebanks, and the representation of each input token includes an embedding

1The term domain has often been used as a catch-all term in NLP, to cover many different types of text type differences, often
without being clearly defined, see e.g. (Weiss et al., 2016; Chu and Wang, 2018), even though there has been some attempts to
investigate different aspects of domains, e.g. (van der Wees et al., 2015; Ruder et al., 2016).



representing the treebank from which the token comes from. Depending on the mix of treebanks, the
treebank embedding can encode aspects such as differences between languages, domains, and annotation
style. Parsing with treebank embeddings has previously been applied monolingually (Stymne et al., 2018;
Wagner et al., 2020) and cross-lingually for related languages, but without taking domain into account
(Smith et al., 2018a; Lim et al., 2018),2 In this paper, we show that joint training with treebank embeddings
can be applied simultaneously across both across languages and domains, in effect addressing the task of
cross-lingual domain adaptation. It is a simple and efficient method, which does not require expensive
pre-processing, pre-training, translation, or similar tasks required by many other cross-lingual approaches,
while giving competitive results across many settings. In this work we explore how such a resource lean
method can be applied to cross-domain parsing on its own. We leave to future work an investigation of
how the proposed technique interacts with other techniques for domain adaptation, for instance based on
pre-training contextualized embeddings like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

At test time, there is a need to determine which treebank embedding to use, which is straightforward
for test data from a treebank used during training. However, when the input sentence is from a treebank
not used during training there is a need to determine the treebank embedding. One option is to use a
proxy treebank (Stymne et al., 2018), i.e. to choose the embedding of one of the treebanks used during
training, which can be determined based on development data. Wagner et al. (2020) show that it is often
advantageous to interpolate the embeddings of the treebanks used for training instead. They show in
a monolingual setting how interpolation weights can be learnt based on sentence similarity. However,
their equal weight baseline performs just as well in the majority of cases, and avoids the need of learning
interpolation weights, which would also be less straight-forward in the cross-lingual setting. We thus
adopt equal-weight interpolation. We also propose the use of an ensembling strategy applied to trees
obtained by using all possible proxy treebanks embeddings.

We show that using in-domain data from another language is useful when no in-domain data is available
for the target language. Using the proposed methods, we can potentially train a parser for any combination
of domain and language, as long as that domain has training data in some language, without the need for
tuning on target development data.

2 Experimental Setup

Data We mainly use data from the Universal Dependencies (UD) project (Nivre et al., 2020), version
2.4 (Nivre et al., 2019). We put our main focus on languages with a single-domain dependency treebank
with either spoken data or Twitter data, including both training and test data and additional treebank data
for other domains. While several UD treebanks contain some data from these domains mixed with other
domains, it is often not easily identifiable which domain specific sentences come from. We thus use the
three UD single domain treebanks of spoken data for French, Norwegian, and Slovenian, which fulfills our
requirements. In addition we evaluate our methods on Komi-Zyrian and Naija, which both have spoken
test data, but no training data for any domain in UD. For Twitter we use two treebanks from UD for Italian
and code-switching Hindi–English. In addition we use the English Tweebank v2, which is annotated in
UD style (Liu et al., 2018). We convert sentences in the English Tweebank with multiple roots to have
only one root, which is a UD requirement, by only keeping the first root, and joining the other roots to it
with the parataxis relation. This happens when a single Tweet contains more than one sentence, and it is
the solution adopted in the Italian PoSTWITA treebank.

In addition to the in-domain treebanks we use additional treebanks from the same language, when
available, or for related languages otherwise. For Komi Zyrian, a Uralic lanugage, we also use a Russian
treebank, since Russian is a contact language, which also shares the Cyrillic script, in contrast to other
Uralic treebanks with training data. Table 1 lists the data used for each language. Note that in all cases, the
additional data is much larger than the in-domain data, which is typically quite small. For Slovenian SST,
no development data was available, so we split off 5% of the training data. In all other cases we use the
original splits. While UD treebanks have standard annotation guidelines, there are several inconsistencies

2With the exception of a footnote in Smith et al. (2018a), where this type of data combination is mentioned for spoken French
and Naija. However, no details or experimental results are provided.



Language IND Treebank Train Dev Test Additional OOD data
French Spoken 15.0K 10.2K 10.2K GSD (364K), Partut (24.9K), Sequoia (51.9K)
Norwegian NynorskLIA 35.2K 10.2K 10.0K Nynorsk (245K), Bokmaal (244K)
Slovenian SSJ 18.6K 906 10.0K SST (113K), Croatian_SET (153K), Serbian_SET (74.3K)
Komi Zyrian IKDP – – 1.3K Finnish_TDT (163K), North_Sami_Giella (16.8K), Russian_Taiga (18.1K)
Naija NSC – – 12.9K English: EWT (205K), GUM (66.2K), LinES (50.1K) ParTUT (43.5K)
English Tweebank 24.8K 11.8K 19.1K EWT (205K), GUM (66.2K), LinES (50.1K) ParTUT (43.5K)
Hindi–English CS HIENCS 19.3K 3.3K 3.1K English: EWT (205K), GUM (66.2K), LinES (50.1K) ParTUT (43.5K),

Hindi_HDTB (281K)
Italian PoSTWITA 104K 12.8K 13.2K ISDT (294K), ParTUT (52.4K), VIT (241K)

Table 1: Treebanks and number of tokens in train, dev, and test data sets for the target treebanks. Top of
table is spoken data, and bottom is for Twitter data. Additional data lists treebanks used for each target
treebank, which is in-language unless otherwise noted, and the number of tokens in the training set for
each treebank. Treebanks in italics are used in the contrastive data sets.

between the treebanks used, especially for the rather unusual features of spoken data and Twitter. For
instance, see Liu et al. (2018) for a discussion of differences between English and Italian Twitter treebanks,
or the Naija-NSC documentation for known deviations from UD standards.3

To be able to compare the effect of adding in-domain data, we create a contrastive treebank for each
IND language of the same size, counted in the number of tokens. We use data from the treebank(s) marked
with italics in Table 1.

We think the language sample is interesting and covers many aspects. Even though the majority of
languages are Indoeuropean, they mostly have different genera. They range from having hardly any
resources like Komi Zyrian, to large resources, like English, and cover some interesting special cases,
such as code switching, a Creole language, Naija, and a language with two written varieties, Norwegian.

Parser We use uuparser4 (de Lhoneux et al., 2017b) which is a transition-based dependency parser
using the arc-hybrid transition system with the addition of a swap transition and a static-dynamic oracle, to
be able to handled non-projectivity. The parser uses a two-layer BiLSTM as a feature extractor followed
by a multi-layer perceptron predicting transitions, in the style of Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016). Each
word, wi, is represented by the concatenation of a word embedding, ew(wi), a character-level embedding,
obtained by running a BiLSTM over the characters ch j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) of wi, where m is the word length in
characters, and a treebank embedding, etb(t∗):

ei = [ew(wi); BILSTM(ch1:m);etb(t∗)] (1)

The treebank embedding represents a treebank, t∗, which is chosen among the set of k treebanks used
when training the model. During training, t∗ is chosen as the treebank to which the current word/sentence
belongs. When applying the model, the treebank of the sentence can be used only if the test sentence
comes from a treebank that was used during training. In other cases some other method has to be used. In
this work we explore the following methods:

• Proxy treebank: when dev data is available, we can try all possible proxy treebanks i.e. all treebanks
used during training the model, and choose the treebank, t∗, which performs best on dev data.

• Interpolation: We interpolate the embeddings from all treebanks used during training by averaging
them with equal weights: (t∗ = ∑

k
t=1

1
k etb(t))

• Ensemble: We run the model with each possible proxy treebank, obtaining k output trees. Then
we apply the reparsing technique by Sagae and Lavie (2006) which applies the Chu-Liu-Edmonds
(Edmonds, 1967) algorithm with each arc being weighted by the number of trees for which that arc
was predicted.5

Note that in all cases we only apply these techniques at test time. The interpolation method only requires
a single test run. Proxy treebank requires k dev test runs, followed by a single test run. Ensembling

3https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Naija-NSC/blob/master/README.md
4https://github.com/UppsalaNLP/uuparser
5Weighting the arcs by development UAS or LAS instead had little impact on the results, but requires development data.



Spoken Twitter
Same language Other language French Norwegian Slovenian Italian English Hindi–English Mean
IND OOD IND OOD UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS

1 – – – X 18.2 2.8 24.2 8.8 25.9 7.3 27.8 7.2 50.7 33.2 31.4 19.4 29.7 13.1
2 – – X – 21.8 2.2 19.1 3.6 20.7 4.7 23.7 7.5 53.8 40.5 35.0 23.0 29.0 13.6
3 – X – – 74.8 63.4 60.1 52.8 60.2 46.9 71.7 62.8 68.2 55.7 37.0 25.0 62.0 51.1
4 – X – X 75.3 64.3 62.2 54.4 60.1 47.6 72.5 63.4 67.0 54.6 35.9 24.9 62.2 51.5
5 – X X – 75.9 64.5 59.1 52.0 63.2 52.7 73.9 65.5 69.5 58.9 38.0 25.7 63.3 53.2
6 X – – – 76.6 69.4 74.3 69.4 65.8 57.9 82.3 76.9 74.7 68.6 65.0 52.7 73.1 65.8
7 X – X – 76.1 68.8 73.9 67.8 65.3 57.9 81.8 76.3 76.3 70.6 64.1 52.6 72.9 65.5
8 X X – – 84.0 79.2 78.3 73.5 71.8 65.6 84.2 79.4 82.8 78.0 67.6 52.7 78.1 72.1
9 X X X – 83.7 78.0 78.7 73.7 72.7 66.1 84.5 79.5 82.1 77.4 67.2 56.9 78.2 72.0

Table 2: Test set scores for spoken data with different combinations of training data, using the best proxy
treebank. For each line, only data sources marked ’X’ are used, sources marked ’-’ are not used. Note that
’Same language’ also includes related Slavic languages for Slovenian.

is heavier, requiring k test runs, followed by an application of the CLU algorithm. Interpolation and
ensembling both have the advantage of being parameter free, while proxy treebank requires dev data. For
languages without dev data we also compare our results to the oracle score, where we pick the best proxy
treebank based on test performance.

We use the default hyperparameters of uuparser, as specified in Smith et al. (2018a). Note that no POS-
tags are used, since POS-tagging in these difficult domains would lead to the same issues as for parsing.
In addition, character embeddings compensate for the lack of POS-tags to a large extent across several
typologically different languages (Smith et al., 2018b), and in order for universal POS-tags, the most
feasible choice cross-lingually, to be useful for parsing, the tagging quality has to be prohibitively high
(Gómez-Rodríguez, 2020). The parser is trained end-to-end on treebank data, without any pre-training.
All embeddings are initialized randomly at training time. Each model is trained for 30 epochs, and the
best epoch is chosen based on average development scores among treebanks used at training time.

Evaluation Metrics We use unlabelled and labelled attachment score, UAS and LAS, as evaluation
metrics. Our system was optimized based on development UAS scores, since we believe that it is a good
fit to the case of inconsistent labeling in the treebanks for each target domain. Overall, the test results
reflect the trends seen in development data relatively well.

3 Results

We first present results using different sources of training data, IND or OOD, from the same or another
language, choosing the best proxy treebank based on development UAS scores. We use the full set of
treebanks from Table 1.6 For other language OOD data, we use the contrastive datasets sampled from the
same languages as the other language IND data.

Our main interest is the middle part of Table 2, lines 3–5, where we investigate the effect of adding IND
data from other languages to in-language OOD data. Adding out-of-language IND data leads to average
improvements of 2.1 LAS points and 1.3 UAS points. It always helps for Twitter, and helps in all cases
except Norwegian for spoken data. If we instead add an equivalent amount of out-of-language OOD data,
we see minor average gains and a performance that is considerably worse than for IND data. Norwegian
is an outlier here as well, with good results for OOD data. We leave an investigation of why to future
work. These results confirm that our treebank combination strategy is useful.

The two top lines of Table 2 simulates results when no in-language data is available. As expected these
scores are considerably lower than when using in-language OOD data, being so poor that these parsers
are hardly useful, confirming previous research, e.g. Meechan-Maddon and Nivre (2019) and Vania et al.
(2019). In this case there is no clear difference between IND and OOD data. The scores for English and
Hindi–English with IND data are closer to in-language OOD scores, which can be explained by the partial
language match between these two treebanks.

As a point of comparison, the bottom part of Table 2 shows the results when data matching both
language and domain is available. As expected, it leads to large gains. For all languages, the model trained

6Using a subset of these treebanks mostly gave lower scores but showed the same trends.



Proxy Language Proxy Domain Interpolation Ensemble
UAS LAS Proxy UAS LAS Proxy UAS LAS UAS LAS

French 75.9 64.5 fr_partut 76.0 61.7 no_nynorsklia 75.2 63.7 75.6 63.8
Norwegian 59.1 52.0 no_bokmaal 60.2 51.0 sl_sst 61.2 53.5 60.3 50.8
Slovenian 60.7 50.0 sl_ssj 59.6 47.1 no_nynorsklia 60.6 48.8 60.8 47.8
Slovenian+Slavic 63.2 49.6 sr_set 61.3 48.1 no_nynorsklia 63.8 52.2 63.9 48.8
Italian 73.9 65.5 it_partut 67.2 55.2 en_tweet 73.9 64.6 74.4 62.7
English 69.5 58.9 en_partut 66.3 53.8 it_postwita 70.2 61.5 69.4 58.6
Hindi–English 37.6 25.7 en_partut 38.0 26.3 en_tweet 35.4 26.0 37.6 25.6
Mean: 62.8 52.3 61.2 49.0 62.9 52.9 63.1 51.1

Table 3: Test scores for models trained on all available in-language OOD data and IND data from the
other languages, using different methods for applying it to the target treebank.

on only the relatively small in-language IND data beats all models trained without it, even though the
gap is quite small for French and Slovenian. The gains are especially pronounced for the code-switched
Hindi–English and for Norwegian. When in-language IND data is available we see no average gains from
adding out-of-language IND data, whereas adding in-language OOD data always helps considerably. We
also note that the gap between UAS and LAS gets smaller, when the training data fits the test data better,
supporting our intuition that out-of-language OOD data helps more with structure than labels.

Next, we focus on our main scenario of interest, where we have in-language OOD data and out-of-
language IND data. We use the model from line 5 in Table 2 and also show results for Slovenian without
the additional Slavic languages. We investigate how best to apply the model at test time for cases where
the treebank, i.e. the combination of language and domain, has not been seen at training time. We compare
using a proxy treebank, matching either language or domain, interpolation, and ensembling. Table 3
summarizes the results.

When choosing a single proxy it is on average 3.3 LAS points and 1.6 UAS points better to use the
same language than the same domain, but there is some variation between languages. The interpolation
method works well on both metrics, giving the best average LAS scores and competitive UAS scores.
Ensembling gives the highest UAS scores by a small margin, but does worse on LAS. We also note that
including the related Slavic languages improves parsing for Slovenian considerably, with an LAS gain of
3.4 for the interpolation strategy.

Table 3 also shows the best proxy used, either matching domain or language. For language proxies we
note some surprises, Norwegian Bokmaal is a better fit than the matching language variety Nynorsk, and
the Serbian corpus is better than Slovenian in the Slavic setting. We also note that the ParTUT treebank is
often a good proxy. The differences between proxies are typically small, though. The domain proxies
seem more straight-forward, with Norwegian and English being preferred more than the other options.
The only small surprise is that Italian was a better fit for English than the partially matching Hindi–English
treebank. There could, however, be many reasons for this, such as more similar annotation schemes for
Italian and English, or the fact that while there is a partial overlap with English, Hindi is less related to
English than Italian.

Finally we apply our methods to the two low-resource languages without any in-language training
data. Here, we have no development data for choosing a proxy language, so the focus is on our two
parameter free methods: interpolation and ensembling. As a point of comparison we give the oracle
score of the proxy treebank with the highest UAS score. We compare three models: using only the close
OOD languages from Table 1, and adding either all three IND spoken treebanks or the contrastive OOD
treebanks. Results are shown in Table 4. Interestingly, adding the small data from the unrelated languages
helps somewhat regardless of if this data is OOD or IND. Adding the IND data do present the overall
best scores, though, with the highest UAS scores for Komi Zyrian and the highest LAS scores for Naija.
For our target model, interpolation and ensembling works quite well, often tying with the oracle scores,
and typically not falling too much behind the oracle. However, in the setting with only related languages,
these two methods falls behind the oracle, indicating that these methods works better with a more diverse
mix of training languages and domains.7

Our experiments confirm the usefulness of our proposed method of mixing training treebanks and

7We saw the same trend when we applied these methods to the languages in Table 2.



Related OOD Related OOD + other OOD Related OOD + other IND
Oracle Interp Ens Oracle Interp Ens Oracle Interp Ens

Komi Zyrian UAS 32.1 26.4 30.8 32.9 32.9 31.9 35.4 34.4 33.9
LAS 18.3 14.8 18.4 19.0 19.1 18.2 20.0 19.0 18.7

Naija UAS 43.1 41.4 41.0 44.1 43.4 43.5 43.2 43.1 44.1
LAS 28.9 28.0 27.4 29.1 28.6 27.8 30.2 30.0 28.3

Table 4: Test set scores for languages without any training data, using different training data combination,
with the oracle proxy treebank, interpolation, or ensembling.

applying the model to new data. Treebank embeddings seem to be capable of encoding aspects both of
domain and language.8 Both interpolation and ensembling have the advantage that they do not require any
tuning on development data, which choosing a single proxy does. Interpolation has the further advantage
that it requires no extra processing, and seems preferable since it gives the best LAS scores, as well as
competitive UAS scores.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown how we can improve parsing for specific domains by combining data in
that domain but from another language with in-language out-of-domain data. We show that it is possible
to do so using a parsing model with treebank embeddings. We also propose the use of two parameter
free methods for applying treebank embeddings to new data at test time, which give competitive results
compared to optimizing a proxy treebank based on development data. This indicates that treebank
embeddings are able to capture aspects both about text type and language. We also think it is worth noting
that in contrast to much previous work, e.g. Smith et al. (2018a), we see gains for languages which are not
closely related.

In future work we want to apply our methods also to other text types and to explore how the data
selection strategies work with other parsing frameworks. We also want to extend the work on weighted
interpolation by Wagner et al. (2020) to the cross-lingual case, to be able to combine it with the proposed
methods. Another line of work is to investigate how much annotated data is needed in order to see gains
of the same size as when adding IND treebanks from other languages.

In this work we did not take advantage of any type of pre-trained word embeddings. It is likely that
either cross-lingual static word embeddings (Ruder et al., 2019) or multilingual dynamic word embeddings,
like multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) could improve the results overall. Using either of these
resources would also allow us to utilize IND in-language unlabeled data in the pre-training step, which
might potentially lead to improvements. We do believe that seeing labelled data, with arc types that are
specific to the text types in question, as we do in this work, is also useful. It is an open question, which
we leave to future work, how pre-training would interact with our proposed method.
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